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LGBTQ AFFIRMING 
PHYSIOTHERAPY PRACTICE

Kristy Harcourt RSW

Kristy.harcourt@live.ca

WHEN MIGHT A 
PHYS IOTHERAPIST 

WORK WITH 
LGBTQ 

PATIENTS/CL IENTS

• Sports injury

• Increasing / Maintaining Mobility

• Post-surgery recovery

• Pelvic Floor Health
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IMPORTANT TERMINOLOGY

• Sexual Orientation: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Two Spirit, Queer, 
Heterosexual and others

• Gender Identity: Transgender, Non-binary, Cisgender, 
Agender and others

• Gender Expression: Masculine, Feminine,  Androgynous, 
Tomboy and others

• Misgendering: When someone refers to another by the 
wrong gender or pronoun (intentionally or unintentionally)

POLL QUESTIONS

• 1. How would you rate your knowledge and familiarity with different sexual 
orientations? 

• 2. How would you rate your knowledge and familiarity with different gender 
identities? 

• Choices: 

• Very Knowledgeable

• Somewhat knowledgeable

• Little knowledge
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Man / 
Male / Boy

• People who 
have always fit

• People who 
found their fit

Woman / 
Female / 

Girl

• People who 
always fit

• People who 
found their fit

Outside 
gender 

categories

• Non-binary
• Agender
• Gender fluid 

or other labels

Gender 
Categories

DECODING  YOUR OWN 
GENDERE D NORMS

Greetings 

Correspondence

“Ideal” body size / composition

Gendered spaces on site (change rooms, 
washrooms) or resources (robes or covers)

Colour coding 

Images: posters, art, website. How do you 
represent gender?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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UNDERSTAND INTERSECTIONAL 
IMPACTS

When people experience additional layers of social stigma or exclusion 
(racism, anti-fat bias, , it can be that much harder to find suitable care.  This 
can impact our work as individual providers as well as to resources and 
supports we are used to using as referrals. 

When you have multiple statuses / identities this can mean being harmed / 
denied service in multiple ways. 

Intersectionality is a term coined by Kimberle Crenshaw.  

The blue and yellow keys illustration was developed by Danielle Peers

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

PRONOUNS

He/Him

She/Her

They/Them

Ze/Zir or other purpose created pronouns
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INTRODUCING PRONOUNS 
(WITH EVERY CL IENT)

Hi, I’m Robert.  

I use he/they pronouns.  

Hi Robert, I’m Anita.  

I use she/her pronouns. 

Pronouns can be communicated 
verbally, on signage, business cards, 
nametags, websites and sign-ons. 
Once communicated it is our job to 
remember and use them. 

From K. Harcourt (2021) Trans Wellness Initiative presentation
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IN THE TREATMENT RELATIONSHIP: 
BODIES AND SENSITIVITIES

Clients may: 

be deeply sensitive to attention to gendered features / body parts

have different ways of referring to gendered body parts

Seek or prefer features that are otherwise socially stigmatized (body hair, fat distribution, 
body size) as they are read as gendered. 

Gender affirming garments and practices including chest binding could have an 
impact on movement.  It is important that practitioners value what the client 
values. 

TREATMENT PLANNING AND REFERRAL 
CONSIDERATIONS

• For LGBTQ people, experiences of medical trauma are widespread. This can 
lead to avoiding medical care, postponing treatment and clients showing 
activation or distress in situations where another person might be calm. 

• Exercise facilities and other gathering places may be unsafe because of 
gendered services, facilities (change rooms and washrooms) or other 
participants. 
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TEAM, CLINIC AND ENVIRONMENT 
FACTORS

CHECK FOR GENDERED FACTORS IN 
DOCUMENTS AND SYSTEMS

Names (Is legal 
name required? 

How to showcase 
“Name Used”? Pronouns Titles (Mr. Ms. 

Miss. Mx)

Alternate / 
Emergency 

Contact

Does your 
software contain 

link sex or gender 
to services? 
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IMPROVING SERVICE OUTCOMES

Involve all clinic staff / team members in awareness 

Consider client confidentiality in waiting room, files, referrals and 
reporting

Address awkwardness or remarks regardless of whether clients hear 
them. 

From K. Harcourt (2021) Trans Wellness Initiative presentation
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CASE 
EXAMPLE

A 22-year-old woman enters the clinic as a first-time patient. She tells 
the receptionist that she has never been to physical therapy. She is given 
an intake form to fill out, on which she reports that her current gender 
identity is female, and her sex assigned at birth was male. Her first name 
is Markesha but her identification lists a masculine first name, Mark. 

While she is waiting to see a PT, she enters the women’s restroom. 
Another patient comes out of the women’s restroom and reports to the 
receptionist that she thinks a man is using the women’s restroom. The 
receptionist sends a therapy aide into the women’s restroom to see if 
there is a problem. The therapy aide returns and says everything is 
alright. Markesha exits the restroom and sits in the waiting area. A PT 
appears with a chart and calls for Mark. Markesha looks around 
sheepishly. The PT calls again for Mark. The patient who had reported a 
man in the women’s room laughs contemptuously. Markesha gets up and 
goes to the PT, who takes her to an exam room.

From Introduction to LGBTQ+ Competency Handbook for Physical Therapy (shared in 
resources)

From K. Harcourt (2021) Trans Wellness Initiative presentation
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RESOURCES FOR FURTHER LEARNING

Trans Wellness Initiative free online training by and for Alberta health professionals

• https://cbrc.teachable.com/p/trans-wellness-initiative-affirming-spaces-training 

Further Reading – articles about physiotherapy with lgbtq individuals: 
https://www.womenshealthmag.com/health/a36271224/transgender-physical-therapy-katie-mcgee/

• https://pelvichealthsolutions.ca/lgbtq-community-pelvic-health-physiotherapy-specific-
considerations/

Canadian research into Trans and Non-binary people’s experience with health care. 
https://transpulsecanada.ca/results/report-health-and-well-being-among-non-binary-people/

• Introduction to LGBTQ+ Competency Handbook for Physical Therapy
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.aptahpa.org/resource/resmgr/csm_2019/csm_2019_handouts/Full
_Handout_LGBTQIA-doc_1_1.pdf
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